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I have been talking with a lot of members and 
industry analysts about where the trailer industry is 
heading into the fourth quarter and for 2022. Not 
everyone seems to agree on the forecast. However, 
there are a lot of commonalities in what everyone 
seems to be experiencing right now. 
 Everyone is doing their best to read the tea 
leaves and crystal balls. However, there are a lot of 
outside forces ebbing and flowing that are causing 
recalculations and adjustments as we go along. We 
are experiencing a:

• Pandemic
• Increased media clutter
• Organizational discord
• Supply chain disruptions
• A labor shortage
• Potential financial difficulties based on national 

and global economic conditions.
 In short, we are in an era of chaos. As leaders, we 
have two options when chaos strikes. We can choose 
to remain the same and hope for the best, or we can 
embrace the chaos and find opportunities.
 On a positive note, it appears the COVID Delta 
variant has peaked for the fall and is as bad as it is 
going to get, according to the Institute for Health 
Metrics and Evaluation forecast, an independent 
research center, at the University of Washington. 
 Pandemic or not, employees will quit when you 
need them most, according to Jeremy Gutsche, 
author of Create the Future: Tactics for Disruptive 

Thinking. Likewise, you may not be able to hire 
superstars when they are available for hire. Your 
competitors will falter based on the increased cost 
of doing business. And when that happens, new 
customers will become available. The question is 
whether your dealership is positioned to help them? 
It can be difficult to prevail during times of both 
disaster and opportunity — all while dealing with 
sudden changes in customer needs.
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Slowest Rise in Activity so far This Year as Demand  
Recovery Slows During August

August 2021 PMI™ data indicated a marked 
weakening in the rate of expansion of 
business activity across the U.S. service sector. 
Output increased at the slowest rate for eight 
months, as less robust demand conditions 
led to the softest rise in new business since 
August 2020 and supply constraints limited 
growth. Weak foreign client demand also 
weighed on the rise in total sales, as new 
export orders fell for the first time since 
February. 
 Nevertheless, service providers 
experienced increased pressure on 
capacity, with backlogs of work rising at 
an unprecedented rate as firms struggled 
to source inputs and expand workforce 
numbers. Jobs growth was the slowest for 14 
months. 
 Meanwhile, rates of input cost and output 
charge inflation quickened slightly as hikes 
in supplier and wage bills were partly passed 
on to clients. The seasonally adjusted final 
IHS Markit US Services PMI Business Activity 
Index registered 55.1 in August, down from 
59.9 in July and broadly in line with the earlier 
released “flash” estimate of 55.2. The latest 
data signaled a strong upturn in business 
activity across the U.S. service sector, albeit 
the slowest since December 2020. 
 The rise in output was often linked to a 
sustained upturn in client demand and a 
further increase in new business. August data 
signaled a solid rise in new orders at service 
providers, but the rate of growth eased to 
the slowest since August 2020. Although 
firms recorded a further uptick in customer 
spending, many suggested that client 
demand eased notably from the series record 
expansion in May. 
 Total sales were also weighed down by 
a drop in new export orders. Foreign client 
demand fell at the fastest pace in 2021 to 

date. Some companies stated 
that greater uncertainty 
in key Output growth 
moderates amid slower 
upturn in new business 
Staff shortages contribute 
to record rise in backlogs of 
work Inflationary pressures 
pick up Including IHS Markit 
U.S. Composite PMI™ export 
markets, due in many cases 
to a resurgence in COVID-19, 
dampened demand. 
 At the same time, service 
providers registered broadly 

unchanged employment levels midway 
through the third quarter, with the marginal 
increase in jobs almost ending a sequence of 
job creation that extends back to July 2020. 
 Although services firms commonly 
highlighted greater requirements for staff 
due to a further rise in new orders, companies 
noted significant issues retaining employees 
and finding suitable candidates for current 
vacancies. Service sector firms registered 
unprecedented constraints on capacity in 
August. Backlogs of work rose markedly 
and at the fastest pace since data collection 
began in October 2009. Meanwhile, cost 
burdens rose substantially during August. 
Higher input prices were often linked to hikes 
in supplier costs and wage bills amid labor 

and product shortages.
 The rate of input price inflation accelerated 
slightly from that seen in July and was faster 
than the series average. Output charges rose 
markedly and at a fractionally quicker pace 
than in July. Companies commonly attributed 
the uptick in selling prices to the pass-
through of costs to clients where possible. 

 Finally, business expectations improved 
in August, as service providers signaled a 
stronger degree of confidence regarding 
the outlook for output over the coming year. 
Optimism was linked to hopes of an end to 
pandemic uncertainty and a further boost to 
client demand.
 IHS Markit U.S. Composite PMI®

BUSINESS ACTIVITY GROWTH EASES TO 
EIGHT-MONTH LOW IN AUGUST

The IHS Markit U.S. Composite PMI Output 
Index posted 55.4 in August, down from 
59.9, to signal the slowest expansion in 
private sector output in 2021 to date. The 
rate of activity growth softened further 
from May's series high. The slower overall 
upturn stemmed from weaker expansions 
in the manufacturing and service sectors. 
Contributing to the reduced rate of growth in 
output was a slower increase in new business 
during August. Growth in total sales was also 
hampered by a slower rate of expansion in 
new export orders. 
 Although manufacturers continued to 
register an upturn in foreign client demand, 
service providers noted a renewed decline. 
Inflationary pressures across the private 
sector remained elevated midway through 
the third quarter, as input costs rose 
substantially despite a cooling in the rate of 

increase at service providers. 
A similar trend was recorded 
for output prices, as the rate 
of charge inflation ticked 
higher amid a faster rise 
at manufacturers. Private 
sector firms continued to 
register severe constraints 
on capacity, as backlogs 
of work rose markedly. 
Nevertheless, challenges 
retaining employees and 
finding suitable candidates 
for current vacancies led 
to a much-reduced rate 
of job creation. Service 

sector job creation was especially hard hit, 
with workforce numbers barely rising amid 
significant difficulties hiring.
 Manufacturers reported longer lead 
times as trucking issues and capacity 
shortages led to what the survey said was 
one of the greatest deteriorations in vendor 
performance on record.
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Huge Risk Factor: Keep a Watchful Eye on 
Inflation; Global Economy

There’s a new contagion and it could be 
worse than COVID. Well, at least from an 
economic perspective.  It’s the risk to global 
financial markets that is worse than we all 
anticipated. (Insert shocked face emoji for 
those of you who are hip, social media types). 
 We have been hearing a lot of talk lately 
about the U.S. economy suffering from the 
highest historical level of inflation on record. 
The media is never short on dramatics. 
Overblown reporting aside, inflation is a huge 
risk factor — if not the biggest risk factor right 
now — and it should be carefully monitored.  
 At the September meeting of the Federal 
Open Market Committee, no action was 
taken. However, Fed Chairman says, “tapering 
may soon be warranted.” 
 “Between the debt ceiling, budget 
resolution and potential for a government 
shutdown, there are plenty of political 
reasons for the Fed to not change policy,” 

said Danielle DiMartino Booth, CEO of Quill 
Intelligence. 
 According to Forbes Advisor, Treasury 
Secretary Janet Yellen said the nation will 
run up against the debt ceiling sometime in 
October, which according to the calendar 
begins in a matter of days. She implored 
Congress to raise the debt limit so the nation 
doesn’t default on its debts and thus send the 
world economy into uncharted waters. The  
U.S. will presumably run out of cash between 
Oct. 15 and Nov. 4, as debt-limit drama 
continues. 
 Inflation has pushed countries into long 
periods of instability. Some analysts are 
saying to keep a watchful eye and not 
to panic over inflation as increases have 
been caused “temporarily” by supply chain 
shortages. Still, inflation is a big concern right 
now in the U.S. and around the world.  
 Supply chain shortages and raw material 

back logs have led to recent reports of some 
small manufacturers in China no longer 
accepting new orders. Those companies 
say they are overwhelmed with financial 
difficulties caused by labor shortages, higher 
wages, raw materials pricing, an increased 
production cost. Sound familiar?  
 Small businesses in China are hoping for 
government relief. Even though the Chinese 
government released key raw materials that 
were stockpiled, it was not enough to create 
long-term relief for higher commodity costs. 
 There is a growing risk of credit defaults 
for small manufacturers in China that cannot 
pull their way through these current external 
pressures on their businesses. Sound familiar 
 So, let’s add in worsened container 
backlogs at major Chinese ports. A huge 
typhoon hit a key port south of Shanghai in 
July causing historic flooding, which in turn 

Continued on Page 8
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Huge Risk Factor: Keep a Watchful Eye on Inflation; 
Global Economy…Continued from Page 4

caused widespread damage in Central China.  
 Tens of millions of people were affected 
by the floods. Dozens of ships had to be 
evacuated. Jump forward to the week of 
Sept. 13, another typhoon swept its way 
through East Asia forcing two of the world’s 
busiest ports by volume in China to suspend 
operations. The world’s third-busiest port 
in Singapore also halted operations. The 
Philippines was also impacted where flights 
and train services  were suspended. 
 There is a resurgence of consumer 
demand despite port disruptions and supply 
chains being stretched to the breaking 
point. Analysts are saying it could take 60 
days for ports in China to return to normal. 
Meanwhile, the price of shipping goods from 
China, Europe and within North America has 
soared while companies report significant 
delays in receiving orders. This situation will 
only bottleneck more as we head into the 
busy season of holiday shopping. 
 The reality is that no one has a crystal ball 
to tell us what this all ultimately mean for 
the global economy. However, there are a 
few “givens” we can predict. There will be a 
ripple effect from companies that are not 
producing in China. No one seems to know 
how long the ongoing disruptions will last. 
Inflationary pressures will force companies 
in North America to find alternative product 

sources. The problem is that many U.S.-based 
corporations are in a similar boat to those in 
China (no pun intended). Labor and supply 
shortages along with wage pressures are 
causing every company to scramble if not re-
evaluate to some degree. 
 The big question is whether increases 
in inflation ultimately lead to softer 
consumption. Core consumer inflation 
focuses on underling and persistent trends 
in inflation by excluding prices set by the 
government and the more volatile prices 
of products, such as food and energy that 
are most affected by seasonal factors or 
temporary supply conditions.  
 According to the August Consumer Price 
Index Report released by the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, U.S. consumer prices 
increased at their slowest pace in six months 
in August as used motor vehicle prices 
declined. Some analysts are saying this could 
signal the peak of inflation. The problem with 
that logic is that supply issues will continue 
to push inflation upward until stabilized or 
resolved. 
 The Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers (CPI-U) increased 0.3% in August 
on a seasonally adjusted basis after rising 0.5 
percent in July, according to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics. Over the last 12 months, 
the “all items index” increased 5.3% before 

seasonal adjustment. 
 The indexes for gasoline, household 
furnishings and operations, food, and 
shelter all rose in August and contributed 
to the monthly all items seasonally adjusted 
increase. The energy index increased 2.0%, 
mainly due to a 2.8% increase in the gasoline 
index. The index for food rose 0.4%, with the 
indexes for food at home and food away from 
home both increasing 0.4%.  
 According to Statista, of the major 
developed and emerging economies, the 
country with the lowest inflation rate in July 
2021 was Japan with -0.3% (compared to the 
same month a year ago). On the other end of 
the spectrum, the country with the highest 
inflation rate was Brazil with 8.99% in the 
same month.

WHAT IS INFLATION?

Inflation is the rate of increase in prices over a 
given period. While typically a broad measure, 
such as the overall cost of living in a country, 
it can also be more narrowly focused for spe-
cific items such goods and services (e.g., car, 
food, haircut). In whatever context inflation 
is measured, it represents how expensive a 
set of goods or services has become over a 
certain period, most commonly a year. 



Investors are pouring money into infrastructure and electric vehicles 
this year. Transportation tech is the new hot theme, according to a 
July 27 CNBC article that says investors are pushing money toward 
electric vehicles, transportation, telecommunications, and the utilities 
industries in hopes of playing off the proposed infrastructure $2.3 
trillion Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.  
 The bill was approved by the Senate and is now before Congress. 
The Senate must still approve the budget for the bill.  
 Tech giant Apple (AAPL) announced its next big launch — the 
beginning of a $12.3 trillion mega trend in transportation technology 
investing — according to an article written by Whitney Tilson for 
Empire Financial Daily. Warren Buffett, Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, and Mark 
Cuban have also begun investing billions of dollars in self-driving 
technology, including delivery robots. 
 While those investments in the name of technology are positive, the 
reality is that the Infrastructure Bill contains less than 20% spending 
on actual infrastructure and transportation. Eighty percent of the Bill 
is focused on other items other items that have nothing to do with 
infrastructure. 
 As such, Analysts have not yet included the Bill in their baseline 

forecasts because it will not have an impact on near-term GDP 
growth. Keep in mind it could take months for Congress to pass both 
measures. As the Democrats’ push to pass their own economic agenda, 
the Bill could still fall apart.  
 The Infrastructure Bill on its own (separate from the budget piece) 
appears to have enough Democratic and Republican support to pass 
the House. 
 The legislation would provide $382.9 billion in contract authority for 
a variety of transportation programs between 2022 and 2026.  
 Some of the breakdown for spending includes:

•	 $110 billion in roads, bridges, and other major projects
•	 $66 billion in passenger and freight rail
•	 $65 billion to rebuild the electric grid
•	 $39 billion to modernize and expand transit systems
•	 $7.5 billion to build a national network of charging 

infrastructure for electric vehicles, and
•	 $55 billion for water infrastructure (including $15 billion for 

replacing lead pipes).

THE BIG NUMBER    2,300,000,000,000    2,300,000,000,000 

Source: The White House
Chart Printed in the New 
York Times
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WAGE PRESSURE

I was driving by a Burger King a few weeks 
ago in West Bloomfield, Michigan, and they 
had a sign offering $16.50 an hour, plus a 
$1,500 signing bonus. Pretty soon a Whopper 
is going to come wrapped in gold foil handed 
to you by a kid wearing a paper crown. 
But, it will cost you $30 for the privilege of 
eating that burger. How can your dealership 
compete with that kind of wage inflation?
 In August 2021, only 235,000 positions 
were added vs. an expected 720,000. Yet, 
wages rose 4.3% year-over-year. It’s not a 
matter of just plucking candidates out of  
unemployment to fill openings. Hiring is 
stymied by difficulties in finding suitable 
candidates for job vacancies. The reopening 
of 2021 is more like a jobless jobs boom, 
with record numbers of workers quitting, a 
record high number of job openings, and a 
stubbornly high unemployment rate. Here's 
what's going on under the hood. The skills 
people are hiring for are not the same as what 
the work force has to offer. 
 Of the 10 million unemployed, about half 
reportedly do not have the skills to match 

available positions. Meanwhile, low-wage 
workers are seizing on the labor shortage to 
demand a higher minimum wage.  
 As the media began reporting an uptick 
in COVID cases, some social restrictions, 
corporate travel restrictions, and other 
measures were put in place regionally 
throughout the U.S. This creates a serious 
growing downside risk to the labor forecast. 
 This latest COVID outbreak will moderate 
the recovery in consumer spending on 
services and it will exacerbate supply 
issues — including labor force participation. 
However, most analysts are saying they 
do not expect a recurrence of the national 
lockdown that precipitated the 2020 
recession.  

INFLATION VS. CONSUMER 
SENTIMENT

While easing somewhat, inflation in input 
costs and output prices both remain high due 
to supplier shortages. 
 The Consumer Price Index increased 0.3% 
in August compared 0.5% in July. Consumer 
prices rose 5.3% year over year (slightly less 
than the 5.4% in July). Again, the same story 

applies, as these numbers were pushed up by 
strong demand and restricted supply. 
 On the other hand, consumer sentiment 
inched up slightly to 71.0 from 70.3 last 
month, according to data release by the 
University of Michigan. According to Keith 
Prather with Armada Intelligence, “The 
biggest positive that analysts can pull out 
of the report is that the steepest fall in a 
decade seemingly hit bottom in September.” 
Specifically, consumer sentiment is at a 
10-year-low.
 The federal definition of percent increases 
for retail sales includes seasonal adjustments 
but not inflationary adjustments. So, 
inflationary pressure could explain the 
month-over-month retail growth.

SUPPLY CHAIN 

According to industry analysts, the global 
supply chain really can’t take further delays. 
Yet, supply chain issues are not forecast  
to ease for at least another six months. The 
more pessimistic analysts would tell you 
supply chain woes could continue into 2023. 
These  delays and disruptions add up in the 
form of inflation. Stockouts cost the global 

Supply Chain, Inflation, Labor Mismatches Creating 
Economic Ripple Effects…Continued from Page 1

Continued on Pages 11
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economy an estimated $1.14 trillion in 2020.
 U.S. energy prices will skyrocket this fall 
(they are already high) without any further 
disruptions or shutdowns of industrial 
production. If European producers are asked 
to go through temporary closures, it will 
just cut global supply of those products and 
put price and capacity pressures on  others 
around the globe (those that need to fill 
certain supply gaps).
 The risk of shut downs in Europe is 
enormous. There is also the threat of an 
unprecedented black out situation in Europe. 
A large fire at a key electricity converter 
station in the U.K. has shut down a major 
cable that brings power from France, 
worsening Britain’s energy crunch. Gas and 
power prices jumped. The outage, which the 
U.K.’s grid manager said will last until at least 
Oct. 13, couldn’t come at a worse time with 
supplies already short and prices at record 
highs. Britain is a net importer of power, with 
France its biggest supplier via two cables that 
run across the English Channel. 
 Back in the U.S., dismal consumer 
sentiment is leading to higher gas prices 
on a regional basis. Gasoline prices are 
approaching an all-time high in some states. 
Californians are currently paying around $6 
per gallon for gasoline. 
 Refining capacity has been cut across 
the country for a variety of reasons (e.g., 
environment issues, climate legislation/

regulatory pressures, accidents including fires 
and explosions, and severe weather impacts). 
Add in maintenance issues, and COVID, and 
now oil prices are significantly higher than 
they were a year ago.
 Recent shortages in truck tanker drivers 
have led to some shortages of shipments 
in many regions. Gas stations are paying 
more for the cost of the fuel itself along with 
historically high supply chain prices to move 
that fuel to retail stations. The increase in fuel 
prices could be transportation-related.  
 Texas shows gasoline prices still below the 
2008 peak and 50 cents a gallon lower than 
the period from 2011 to early 2015. However,  
even gasoline prices in Texas are higher than 
they have been in six years. Fuel prices are 
rising but are still 30 to 50 cents a gallon 
below the 2011–2014 period and remain 
short of the 2008 peak when crude oil prices 
were $147 a barrel, according to the Web site  
www.fuelprices.com. 
 Analysts in the maritime industry believe 
these prices will continue to increase, pushing  
up the total cost for raw materials used in 
construction, manufacturing, and other 
applications, according to the Wall Street 
Journal.
 The impact of this may not be that 
dramatic right now as the work-from-
home trends have been extended for some 
workers throughout the pandemic. However, 
when gas prices tend to go up, consumers 

get nervous and tend to pull back on 
discretionary spending. 
 A bigger concern is that the driver 
shortage is not going to improve anytime 
soon. Higher fuel prices could force prices to 
surge even higher on already inflated goods 
not just in the U.S., but across the global 
supply chain, according to Business Insider. 
 Meanwhile in California, it has been 
reported that a record 73 container ships are 
anchored off the coast of Los Angeles/Long 
Beach. The logjam is unprecedented with 
hundreds of thousands of containers sitting 
offshore waiting to be unloaded and taken to 
their final destinations. These unprecedented 
disruptions cause ripple effects throughout 
the economy, according to freightwaves.com. 
 Analysts are reporting that onshore  
distribution is going to continue to suffer 
from backlog. Things like gasoline shipments 
are going to continue to compete for truck 
driver and rail capacity against intermodal 
shippers that are willing to pay a premium, 
according to Bloomberg.
 Considering the economic ramifications 
of the supply chain mess, every company is 
no doubt asking what it can do to re-shore 
or near-shore its parts and equipment? What 
steps can be taken to eliminate a situation 
like the one we are currently facing? How can 
this sort of future risk be mitigated?

Supply Chain, Inflation, Labor Mismatches Creating 
Economic Ripple Effects…Continued from Page 1

Supply Chain, Inflation, Labor Mismatches Creating 
Economic Ripple Effects…Continued from Page 10
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forklifts. Keep your trailers running and out of the fl oor 

repair shop. Choose Fusion Floor® by Havco.® There’s 

nothing better!
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FORK

Preliminary trailer orders bounced back in August as some OEMs 
began taking limited 2022 orders. FTR reported preliminary trailer 
orders bounced back in August to 15,100 units. This was up 79% 
from July, but down 47% year-over-year. Trailer orders for the past 12 
months total 341,000 units. 
 During August a few OEMs began limiting bookings for 2022, and 
many have not yet opened up build slots for 2022. Fleets are eager to 
lock in build slots. However, OEMs are hesitant to accept orders and 
are careful to schedule production as the uncertainty of the supply 
chain continues to make trailer pricing out of reach and production 
out of whack. 
 Mike Zimm, Senior Industry Analyst at BMO Transportation Finance, 
says, “Exceptionally low orders that we have seen are not reflective of 
fleet appetite.” Rather, Zimm says, “It’s really that 2022 build slots are 
not yet available due to uncertainty around component supply and 
pricing.” It is predicted that once 2022 build slots fully open, the order 
floodgates will also open. 
 Based on the unbuilt orders in the backlog, momentum should 
carry through into 2022, lifting the market further, according to 
industry analysts.  
 “The disruptions in the supply chain have disrupted production in 
2021 and are now delaying order placements in 2022. OEMs do not 
know when they will be able to ramp up production, so a tremendous 
amount of uncertainty exists. The supply chain is expected to remain 
clogged for several more months and then improve at a gradual level 
throughout the first half of next year,” says Don Ake, FTR Vice President 
of Commercial Vehicles. 
 In the meantime, capacity constraints will lead to higher prices. 
Higher prices do not necessarily equate to higher profits though. 
The economy cannot operate without trucks and trailers, and freight 
rates are carrying a lot of momentum into 2022. Everything that 

is moving…is moving at a premium and with surcharges. As such 
carriers are reporting record profits, which means they have the 
capacity to purchase new equipment. (In fact, to-date, carrier profits 
are the second best in history, according to Kenny Vieth, President of 
ACT Research.) 
 Once supply chain bottlenecks begin to normalize, there could well 
be an oversized spike in orders. Again, it all depends on whether pent 
up demand remains in-tact, and when all the economic disruptors 
begin to stabilize. 
 “There is enormous demand for new trailers in 2022. OEMs are not 
producing enough trailers in 2021, so pent-up demand grows every 
month,” said Ake.

Trailer Orders Bounce Back in August; Total Orders 
341,000 for 12 Months Through August



Trailer Orders Bounce Back in August; Total Orders 
341,000 for 12 Months Through August
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TRAILER ORDERS

U.S. Economic Snapshot

Source: FTR Transportation Intelligence and ACT Research

August net US trailer orders of 12,336 units rose nearly 52% from the previous month but were almost 57% lower compared to August of 2020. 
Before accounting for cancellations, new orders of 13,400 units were up almost 41% versus July, but 55% lower than the previous August, according 
to this month’s issue of ACT Research’s State of the Industry: U.S. Trailer Report. 
 
FTR reports preliminary trailer orders bounced back in August to 15,100 units, a 79% increase from July, but still down 47% year over year. Trailers 
orders for the past 12 months now total 341,000 Units.

Year to date, net orders for the first eight months of 2021 were up 39%, while new orders grew about 27% compared to the same time period in 
2020, which included the COVID-stricken spring data.

“While August net orders increased significantly versus July, that’s an easy comparison to an extremely weak month, and it is obvious that 2022 
orderboards have not yet opened,” says Frank Maly, ACT Director–Commercial Vehicle Transportation analysis and research. “While last August had 
some positive impact from earlier COVID-impacted months, it was more than double this year’s pace on a seasonally-adjusted basis.”
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STEEL GIANT
FLATBED & DROP FLAT

Visit DorseyTrailer.net or call 334-897-2525 for information on our 
entire line of trailers and dealership opportunities.

PRICE — THOUSANDS UNDER THE COMPETITION
FLATBED WEIGHT — 48’ 11,100LBS 53’ 11,900BS

DROP FLAT WEIGHT — 48’ 11,500LBS 53’ 12,300LBS
TRAILERS READY TO GO TODAY!
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U.S. Economic Snapshot

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT: 
NEW ORDERS 

New orders for manufactured durable goods 
in July decreased $0.4 billion or 0.1% to $257.2 
billion, the U.S. Census Bureau announced today. 
This decrease, down following two consecutive 
monthly increases, followed a 0.8% June 
increase. Excluding transportation, new orders 
increased 0.7%. Excluding defense, new orders 
decreased 1.2%. Transportation equipment, 
also down following two consecutive monthly 
increases, drove the decrease, $1.7 billion or 2.2 
percent to $75.3 billion.

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT: 
SHIPMENTS 

U.S. Transportation Equipment Shipments is at a 
current level of $242.46, up $72.15 billion from a 
year ago. 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Manufacturers' New Orders: Transportation Equipment

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Manufacturers' New Orders: Transportation Equipment
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 THANK YOU...  
to the Fontaine Dealer Network for providing unmatched customer service  

and for being part of the best sales and support team in the industry.

Fontaine Dealers Deliver the Best!

©2020 Fontaine Commercial Trailer Company • NTDA-R3

www.fontainetrailer.com
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www.dexteraxle.com

• Weight Optimized Design

• Industry Standard Components

• Fully Integrated Axle Connection

• Ease of Model Interchangeability

• Large Diameter Axle

• Standard Geometry for Easy-Fit Up

• Renowned Dexter Durability

U.S. Economic Snapshot

TRUCK TONNAGE INDEX

The American Trucking Association’s (ATA)  
advanced Seasonally Adjusted (SA) For-Hire 
Truck Tonnage Index for August was at 
110.3 (2015=100, headed up 0.5, following a 
1.2% July decline. The ATA’s not seasonally-
adjusted (NSA) index, which represents the 
change in tonnage actually hauled by fleets 
before any seasonal adjustment and the 
metric ATA says fleets should benchmark 
their levels with, for August, was 114.5 
(2015=100), topping July by 2.2%.

Source: American Trucking Associations (seasonally adjusted truck tonnage)
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Hendrickson Trailer Commercial Vehicle Systems designs 
innovative, lightweight, high-performing suspension 
systems and components for the heavy-duty commercial 
trailer industry. Our innovative expertise enable us to 
bring cutting edge solutions to the market including 
ULTRAA-K® lightweight, low-maintenance slider system; 
Hendrickson MAXX22T™ optimized trailer air disc brake 
system and ZMD® ZERO MAINTENANCE DAMPING® 
shockless ride technology.

www.hendrickson-intl.com

Actual product performance may vary depending upon vehicle configuration, operation, service and other factors.

©2021 Hendrickson USA, L.L.C.  All Rights Reserved. All trademarks shown are owned by Hendrickson USA, L.L.C., or one of its affiliates, in one or more countries.
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TOUGH TRUCK & TRAILER LOADS

DEMAND A TOUGHER SOLUTION. 

Cleveland Made Quality Since 1923

Designed & Manufactured 
With Durability In Mind. 

We Are Dedicated to 
Stock & Availability.

How Fast Can We Deliver For You?

Trust the Team With 95+ 
Years of Experience

 Behind Them. 
clevelandvibrator.com  •  (216) 241-7157  •  #VibrationEducation 

DC Vibrators  •  Pneumatic Piston Vibrators  •  Portable Options  •  Made in the USA� 

U.S. Economic Snapshot

Source: Federal Reserve of the United States

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION  
INDEX

US Industrial Production Index is at a current level of 101.59, up from 
101.19 last month and up from 95.89 one year ago. This is a change of 
0.40% from last month and 5.95% from one year ago.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot

MANUFACTURING AT A GLANCE

• The August Manufacturing PMI® registered 59.9%, an increase of 0.4 percentage point from the July reading of 59.5%. This figure indicates 

expansion in the overall economy for the 15th month in a row after contraction in April 2020. 

• The New Orders Index registered 66.7%, increasing 1.8 percentage points from the July reading of 64.9%. 

• The Production Index registered 60%, an increase of 1.6 percentage points compared to the July reading of 58.4%. 

• The Backlog of Orders Index registered 68.2%, 3.2 percentage points higher than the July reading of 65 percent. 

• The Employment Index indicated contraction at 49%, 3.9 percentage points lower compared to the July reading of 52.9%. 

• The Supplier Deliveries Index registered 69.5%, down 3 percentage points from the July figure of 72.5%. 

• The Inventories Index registered 54.2%, 5.3 percentage points higher than the July reading of 48.9%. 

• The New Export Orders Index registered 56.6%, an increase of 0.9 percentage point compared to the July reading of 55.7%. 

• The Imports Index registered 54.3%, an 0.6-percentage point increase from the July reading of 53.7%.

• Demand expanded, with the (1) New Orders Index growing, supported by continued expansion of the New Export Orders Index, (2) 

Customers’ Inventories Index remaining at very low levels and (3) Backlog of Orders Index staying at a very high level. 

• Consumption (measured by the Production and Employment indexes) declined in the period, with a combined 2.3-percentage point decrease 

to the Manufacturing PMI® calculation. 

• The Employment Index returned to contraction after one month of expansion; hiring difficulties at panelists’ companies were the most 

significant hurdle to further output in August, as validated by the growth in inventory accounts. 

• Inputs — expressed as supplier deliveries, inventories, and imports — continued to support input-driven constraints to production expansion, 

at slower rates compared to July. 

• The Supplier Deliveries Index softened while the Inventories Index made a strong move into expansion territory due to improvements in raw 

material deliveries as well as work in progress inventory being held longer due to key part shortages. 

• The Prices Index expanded for the 15th consecutive month, indicating continued supplier pricing power and scarcity of supply chain goods.

MANUFACTURING INDEX

Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index is at a 
current level of 9.00, down from 27.00 last 
month and down from 15.00 one year ago. This 
is a change of -66.67% from last month and 
-40% from one year ago.

Source: Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index
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800.641.4122  |  info@ridewellcorp.com

®

GET BETTER WITH RIDEWELL

BETTER 
SUSPENSIONS

BETTER 
ENGINEERING

BETTER  
VALUE

www.ridewellcorp.com

The RAR-266 Trailer Air-Ride Suspension is a fully integrated large 
diameter axle suspension system. It has the optimum balance of weight and 

performance, and is the better choice for a large range of applications.

RID-001 NTDA Trailer Talk 8.5xd11 266 vPROD2.indd   1 12/17/18   9:41 AM
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U.S. Economic Snapshot

U.S. DURABLE GOODS:  
NEW ORDERS 
 
New orders for manufactured durable goods 
in July decreased 0.4 billion or $0.1% to $257.2 
billion, the U.S. Census Bureau announced today. 
This decrease, down following two consecutive 
monthly increases, followed a 0.8% June 
increase. Excluding transportation, new orders 
increased 0.7%. Excluding defense, new orders 
decreased 1.2%.

Shipments of manufactured durable goods in 
July, increased 2.2% or $5.6 billion. This followed 
a 1.6% June increase. Transportation equipment, 
up two consecutive months, led the increase, 
$3.4 billion or 4.6% to $75.9 billion.

Inventories of manufactured durable goods in 
July, up six consecutive months, increased $2.7 
billion or 0.6% to $453.6 billion.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

ALL MANUFACTURING: U.S. TOTAL

US Manufacturing Shipments is at a current 
level of $508.45 billion, up from $500.67 billion 
last month and up from $452.58 billion one 
year ago. This is a change of 1.55% from last 
month and 12.34% from one year ago.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot

U.S. DURABLE GOODS:  
INVENTORIES  

Inventories of manufactured durable goods 
in July, up six consecutive months, increased 
$2.7 billion or 0.6% to $453.6 billion. This 
followed a 0.9% June increase. Primary 
metals, up 12 consecutive months, led the 
increase, $0.8 billion or 1.9% to $40.0 billion.

U.S. HEAVY-DUTY SHIPMENTS

U.S. Heavy Duty Truck Manufacturing 
Inventories is at a current level of $2.579 
billion, up from $2.568 billion last month 
and up from $1.933 billion one year ago. This 
is a change of 0.43% from last month and 
33.42% from one year ago.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot

U.S. CAPACITY UTILIZATION 

Capacity Utilization in the U.S. increased to 
76.40% in August from 76.20% in July of 2021. 
It is the highest reading since December of 
2019, in line with market forecasts

U.S. LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION

In August 2021, about 61.7% of the U.S. civilian 
labor force participated in the job market. 
Civilian labor force is a term used by the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics to describe the subset 
of Americans who have jobs or are seeking a 
job, are at least 16 years old, are not serving 
in the military and are not institutionalized. In 
other words, all Americans who are eligible to 
work in the everyday U.S. economy.
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www.onewaytrailers.com    (866) 458-2600   sales@onewaytrailers.com

Relocate Your Trailer with Conndence

REGISTER FOR FREE AT ONEWAYTRAILERS.COM

Serving the lower 48, Canada and Mexico Since 2001

Onewaytrailers...your trailer moving soluuon!

Onewaytrailers is the industry leader in providing innovauve trailer relocauon soluuons. With 20 years 
experience, and having moved over 67,000 trailers, you can see why we are trusted by over 20,000 carriers.

Onewaytrailers...your trailer moving soluuon!

Visit us at the 31st Annual NTDA Conference in Booth #31!

For more informauon on our program, please visit us at 
onewaytrailers.com and post your trailer today...it’s FREE!
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U.S. Economic Snapshot

U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 
 
Total non-farm payroll employment rose by 
235,000 in August, and the unemployment 
rate declined by 0.2 percentage point to 5.2%, 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported.

U.S. CONSTRUCTION SPENDING 
 
Construction spending during July 2021 was 
estimated at a seasonally adjusted annual 
rate of $1,568.8 billion, 0.3% (±1.2%)* above 
the revised June estimate of $1,563.4 billion. 
The July figure is 9.0% (±1.5%) above the 
July 2020 estimate of $1,439.6 billion.
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ThermALERT™

STANDARD

Get in Front  
of Tire Issues
Protect ALL of your tires 
with industry-leading 
data reliability.

TIRE.
INTELLIGENCE.
DELIVERED.

© 2021 Pressure Systems International, Inc. All Rights Reserved Worldwide.

The Global Leader  
in Tire Inflation
SINCE 1993

www.PSItireinflation.com | www.TireView.com

NTDA TrailerTalk Ad_PSI Mar-Apr 2021-Rev1.indd   1NTDA TrailerTalk Ad_PSI Mar-Apr 2021-Rev1.indd   1 4/30/21   11:04 AM4/30/21   11:04 AM
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U.S. Economic Snapshot

U.S. INFLATION RATE

Inflation took a breather in August, coming 
down from a 13-year high. Still, price increases 
remain uncomfortably high compared to before 
the pandemic.

Consumer prices rose 5.3% in the year ended 
in August, slightly below the 5.4% increase in 
June and July, the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
said Tuesday. Stripping out more volatile items 
like food and energy, prices rose by 4%, also a 
smaller increase than in July.

NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION 
 
Housing Starts 
Privately‐owned housing starts in August were 
at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1,615,000.  
This is 3.9% (±11.3%)* above the revised July 
estimate of 1,554,000 and is 17.4% (±12.1%) 
above the August 2020 rate of 1,376,000.  Single‐
family housing starts in August were at a rate of 
1,076,000; this is 2.8% (±10.4%)* below the
revised July figure of 1,107,000. The August rate 
for units in buildings with five units or more was 
530,000. 
 
Housing Completions
Privately‐owned housing completions in August 
were at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 
1,330,000.  This is 4.5% (±11.1%)* below the 
revised July estimate of 1,392,000, but is 9.4% 
(±10.3%)* above the August 2020 rate of
1,216,000.  Single‐family housing completions 
in August were at a rate of 971,000; this is 2.8% 
(±9.6%)* above the revised July rate of 945,000. 
The August rate for units in buildings with five 
units or more was 356,000.
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Canada Economic Snapshot

CANADA WHOLESALE SALES

Wholesale sales fell 2.1% in July, the second 
consecutive decline and the largest since April 
2020. Excluding the sharp decline created 
by the first wave of COVID-19, July’s fall was 
the largest since February 2016, when sales 
decreased 2.1%. The decline was entirely the 
result of a 12.4% drop in sales of building 
materials and supplies, fueled by lower prices 
for lumber. Excluding the building material and 
supplies subsector, wholesale sales rose 0.1%.

CANADA MANUFACTURING 
SHIPMENTS

Canada Manufacturing Shipments is at a 
current level of $59.55 billion, down from 
$60.46 billion last month and up from $53.08 
billion one year ago. This is a change of -1.50% 
from last month and 12.19% from one year ago.

Source: The Monthly Wholesale Trade Survey presents estimates of monthly sales for wholesale 
merchants in Canada, providing information on the performance of the wholesale trade sector as an 
important indicator of the health of the Canadian economy. In addition, the business community uses 
the data to analyze market performance.

Source: Statistics Canada (Canada Monthly Survey of Manufacturing)
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Canada Economic Snapshot

CANADA REAL GDP BY INDUSTRY: 
TRANSPORTATION AND 
WAREHOUSING

Canada Real GDP by Industry: Transportation 
and Warehousing is at a current level of $71.30 
billion, up from $70.53 billion last month and 
up from $65.86 billion one year ago. This is a 
change of 1.10% from last month and 8.26% 
from one year ago.

CANADA CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 

Canada Consumer Price Index is at a current 
level of 142.20, up from 141.60 last month and 
up from 136.90 one year ago. This is a change 
of 0.42% from last month and 3.87% from one 
year ago.

Source: Statistics Canada — The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is an indicator of changes in consumer 
prices experienced by Canadians. It is obtained by comparing, over time, the cost of a fixed basket 
of goods and services purchased by consumers. Since the basket contains goods and services of 
unchanging or equivalent quantity and quality, the index reflects only pure price change.

Source: Statistics Canada (Gross Domestic Product by Industry)
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Insurance Solutions for the Trailer Industry 

NTDA-Preferred 
Insurance Program  

Property

General Liability

Product Liability

Workers’ Compensation 

Crime/ERISA

Umbrella/Excess

Dealers Open Lot

Garage Liability

Garage Keepers

Personal (home, auto, etc.)

Employment Practices Liability

This NTDA-preferred program has 

availability for all companies, regardless 

of size. We provide consistent 

underwriting guidelines you can count 

on from underwriters who are experts 

in the trailer industry.  

At JD Fulwiler & Company Insurance 

we are dedicated to serving NTDA 

members and affiliates with  

our specially-designed  

Trailer Dealers Assure program.Becky Harding, CPCU
Director of Association Programs 

844.784.4438   |   bharding@jdfulwiler.com    

www.jdfulwiler.com

2020 NTDA Membership Directory.indd   1212020 NTDA Membership Directory.indd   121 7/23/2020   9:28:03 AM7/23/2020   9:28:03 AM
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Canada Economic Snapshot

CANADA INFLATION RATE

The annual inflation rate in Canada accelerated 
to 4.1% in August of 2021 from 3.7% in July 
and compared to market forecasts of 3.9%. It 
was the highest inflation rate since March of 
2003, with upward pressure stemming from an 
accumulation of recent price pressures and from 
lower price levels in 2020. Prices rose in seven of 
the eight major components, with transportation 
prices (8.7% vs 6.6%), of which gasoline (32.5% 
vs 30.9%) contributing the most to the overall 
increase. Conversely, consumers paid less 
for clothing and footwear (-0.2%). Excluding 
gasoline, the CPI rose 3.2%, up from 2.8% in July. 
On a monthly basis, consumer prices went up 
0.2%, slowing from a 0.6% rise in the prior month 
but slightly above market estimates of a 0.1% 
increase.

CANADA UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Canada Unemployment Rate is at 7.10%, 
compared to 7.50% last month and 10.20% last 
year. This is lower than the long term average of 
8.19%.

Source: Statistics Canada

Source: Statistics Canada
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READY-TO-SHIP FLATBED TARPS!

STEEL THROW TARPS
• Reinforced D-Rings
• Heavy-Duty Poly Webbing
• Vinyl-Coated Tarp Fabric

LUMBER THROW TARPS
• 9-Foot Wide Flap
• Double-Stitched Grab Handles
• Vertical Row D-Rings

Need a custom tarp? Give us a call.

www.shurtite.com 1.877.474.8726

OUR BUSINESS IS COVERING YOURS!
Call 1.877.474.8726 or visit your local dealer to order.

• FLATBED 

• GOOSENECK 

• DROP DECK

• DOUBLE DROP DECK

• B TRAIN

• STRAIGHT TRUCK

• GLASS HAULER 

• SPECIALTY APPLICATION 

 Trailer Applications:

FLATBED STOCK TARPS & CARGO CONTROL

LOAD BINDERS
LOAD PROTECTORS
RUBBER STRAPS
SAFETY SIGNS/FLAGS
TRANSPORT CHAINS
WINCHES
WINCH STRAPS



Key Benefits

Best-in-Class Technology

PCI-Certified P2PE
Equipment

Free Mobile App

Patented Tokenization

NDTA-Negotiated Rates

Interchange Optimization

eCommerce + Hosted
Payment Page

Live Reporting

Online Account Management  

Say hello to NTDA’s preferred and
endorsed credit card processor.

Meet Niles Crum & Nyla Crum
from CardConnect Bourbonnais
CardConnect, a payments platform of Fiserv, provides business 
of all sizes – ranging from Fortune 500 corporations to NTDA – 
with the technology and tools needed to securely accept and 
manage payments. 

As a NTDA member, you will work directly with the experienced 
merchant account advisor duo, Niles and Nyla Crum. They know 
and understand the trailer/transportation industry and have 
successfully handled several merchant accounts for NTDA like 
Florida Utility Trailers, Atlantic Great Dane and Southeast 
Trailer Mart.

CardConnect Bourbonnais’ ability to provide us with interchange optimization is one of the 

reasons we made the switch. They have saved my company more than what they projected

when they pitched us. We have been overwhelmed with CardConnect Bourbonnais’ first class 

customer service. Their policy of 'call us first', not a customer service number, surpasses any 

processing company we have worked with in the past. It is nice to talk to an actual person who 

quickly finds a solution for us. Their service and reliability are outstanding.”

- Evan McHugh Florida Utility Trailers, Inc.

949.525.3629  |  nylacrum@cardconnectpartners.com cardconnect.com/bourbonnais



AeroBox

INNOVATION
PRODUCT

SINCE 1944

AeroForce F2B
front-to-back

AeroForce S2S
side-to-side

AeroForce ROC
roll-off container

aeroindustries.com
800.535.9545

WE ARE A GLOBAL LEADER IN THE 
MANUFACTURING OF TARP SYSTEMS 
AND TRAILER ACCESSORIES

At Aero, we take pride in the research and development of our 
products. Founded in 1944, the company’s heritage is rooted in 
customer service and innovation. Our mission is to provide 
you with the most efficient and effective solutions.  

Aero manufactures a complete line of American-made 
products for dumps, flatbeds, refuse, agriculture 
and other trailer applications.
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DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITES AVAILABLE

IT’S THE DETAILS THAT MATTER
Trailstar’s Commitment to quality combined with our attention to details assures our 
customers they are purchasing the best performing trailers the market has to offer.

With the highest of standards and the best components available,
your custom built trailer will rise above all others on the road.

CALL 330-821-9900 TODAY TO LEARN MORE!

330-821-9900 • www.TRAILSTARINTL.com
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DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITES AVAILABLE

IT’S THE DETAILS THAT MATTER
Trailstar’s Commitment to quality combined with our attention to details assures our 
customers they are purchasing the best performing trailers the market has to offer.

With the highest of standards and the best components available,
your custom built trailer will rise above all others on the road.

CALL 330-821-9900 TODAY TO LEARN MORE!
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www.RollRite.com
1-800-297-9905

Pete knows Roll·Rite® Tarp 
Systems can reliably protect 
his payload, himself and 
everyone around him.

STS Series 
‘Lock-Downs’

Super Duty 
Series

Power Cable 
Series





HIGHWAY DRIVEN SINCE 1980.
Since 1980, Prestige Trailers has been manufacturing the toughest 
trailers on the road. Our commitment to cutting-edge product 
design, the latest in manufacturing equipment, and a proud and 
dedicated team has enabled us to meet the evolving needs of the 
transportation industry for 40 years.

From Prestige’s line of steel, combo, and aluminum hopper trailers, 
flatbeds and drop decks, our attention to quality and customer care 
simply can’t be matched. Prestige Trailers. With you for the long 
haul.

PRESTIGETRAILERS.COM/INQUIRE

—
PARTNER WITH PRESTIGE TRAILERS.
Grow your business with Prestige Trailers. Dealer opportunities are available throughout the U.S.



Corporate Office 1-800-795-8454 • www.MACtrailer.com

Experience Excellence

Experience MAC Trailer,
Experience Excellence
Now with even more dealer locations
across the United States!

From Dumps to Flatbeds,
Transfers to Tanks, 

MAC Trailer has what 
you are looking for!
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